which do not raise concerns of personal safety 9 in the way that the Sikh kirpan ostensibly does. 10 The obvious question, therefore, is this: Is the wearing of the Kirpan an issue that should be left for determination by individual states given their own specific domestic context? Or do international perspectives have a role to play in defining the contours of religious accommodation in society? The question is not necessarily best left to the realm of rights, because having a right is one thing; being allowed to exercise that right in the midst of others in society is another. Equally, there is no reason why society should not deem it to be in the general public interest to support religious attire by faith groups. Accordingly, the aims of this article are three-fold.
First, it sets out to contrast the relatively liberal approach in Britain to the wearing of the kirpan with that of other jurisdications and argues that this difference lies in the British familiarity with Sikh traditions given its colonial heritage and the absence of such familiarity elsewhere, leading Britain to take a more pragmatic approach to such questions. This provides a basis for the argument that ultimately rights issues that arise in the context of freedom of religion have to be resolved through intercommunal dialogue in a way that is contextually attuned to the religious meanings of a practice. Second, this article argues that the determination of whether there is a right to wear a kirpan is not best addressed as a question of rights and that the orthodox idea of state neutrality in matters of religion must be modified to become more pragmatic and community based. Third, this is not to say, of course, that there is nothing for national polities to gain from having a transnational court. On the contrary, where a transnational human rights court, of not prescribing the wearing of jilbabs, Lord Hoffman was less sympathetic: "I say nothing about such cases because Shabina's family had chosen to send her to a school which required uniform to be worn and her wish to manifest her religious belief could not have been accommodated without throwing over the entire carefully crafted system" ( § 54); See, Begum, R (on the application of ) v. Denbigh High School Although it is conceivably arguable that the wearing of a kara (a Sikh bangle) in Watkins-Singh also raised safety issues. 10. There is evidence of an increased tendency to curb the public manifestation of religious symbols; see, Ben Quinn, "Burqa Wearing Banned in Canada for Those Taking Citizenship Oath," The Guardian, December 12, 2011, http:// www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/dec/12/burqa-wearing-banned-canada, which reports how Muslim women will no longer be able to cover their faces as they take Canadian citizenship after the country's immigration minister announced a ban on anyone wearing the niqab (the face veil) or burqa (full body and face covering) while taking the oath of citizenship. The immigration minister explained that this was a "matter of deep principle." Kirpans, Law and Religious Symbols in Schools inconsiderable expertise, adjudicates on a large number of religiousbased claims, as the European Court of Human Rights has clearly done over the years, there is a veritable body of jurisprudence for national polities to draw upon, and which can stand as a benchmark of foundational values for all to see. These are values that domestic systems can in turn themselves take, emulate, and further develop. Many have indeed done so. State systems have gone so far as having internalized these values in their local systems of law and governance. At a practical level, therefore, the striking of fair balance between competing State and Individual interests is a matter that is best left to domestic systems to administer because they are cognizant of local needs and pressures, in the way that a transnational institution is not, and as such can make decisions based on compromises that are more durable and enduring, and therefore, all the more effective and meaningful for that.
The example of the Sikh Kirpan is a good illustration of this thesis, as is evidenced by United Kingdom state practice, where a contextual and pragmatic approach has been taken by local bodies, with the assistance of the law, to the practical resolution of a community issue that has brought into play a variety of different interests. This suggests that whereas a transnational court can provide State bodies with the aspirational ideals of a democratic liberal society, when it comes to the negotiation of a solution to a societal issue, it is individuals, their organizations, and state parties who must ultimately learn to work together effectively. Clearly, therefore, the State must learn to play a more activist and interventionist role towards the achievement of these ends than it has hitherto done.
The British practice is illuminating in all these respects. Religious diversity has been encouraged. This is especially so in the field of education. Educators in the United Kingdom have even recently argued that allowing people to wear what they want on faith grounds would encourage participation in furthering higher education among ethnic minority groups. 11 In May 2011, leaders of the University and College Union determined in a debate to pledge their support for the right of people of all faiths "to wear the religious head-dress and other religious attire appropriate to their faiths."
What is no less significant is a further amendment at the debate, 14 tabled by lecturers at the London School of Economics, to the effect that "an important principle of education is to combat superstition and prejudice"; the London School of Economics lecturers stressed that allowing people of all faiths to wear what they want would help to achieve this. The amendment added: "People of all faiths, or of none, have the right to dress as they personally consider appropriate." 15 It is unclear whether the participants in this debate had in their mind also the right of Sikh students to wear the kirpan. It is entirely possible that they did, because it would have been fully in conformity with the professed principles of the debate, which express the fundamental principle that allowing people to wear what they want as a matter of faith is in the wider public interest for societies committed to multiculturalism and diversity. Indeed, as Judge Rozakis and Judge Vajic reminded us most recently in the European Court's judgment in Lautsi v. Italy in 2011, "There is no consensus among European States prohibiting the presence of such religious symbols, and few States expressly forbid them." 16 At the same time, those who oppose the use of religious symbols in the public sphere are not necessarily wrong. What is at stake here is the ownership of public spaces and whether and among whom it is to be shared. Yet, if freedom of religion is to mean anything, it must mean the long established democratic tradition of protecting the human rights of everyone and of supporting diversity. This is easier said than done because Western liberal society is, on the whole, characterized by the rise of secular democracies, in which religious pluralism has been established as a condition of maintaining freedom of religion. The advent of modern religious-based communities in the midst of European society, engaging in conduct that is at best unfamiliar and at worst threatening to the state, poses an important challenge to policymakers at all levels of governance. European values of freedom of religion on the one hand and state neutrality on the other now stand in tension and conflict with each other. university and College Union. "That has been a principle of the union. We are a secular union but that doesn't mean we're anti-religion. We're in favor of people's freedom to practice any religion they choose, and to be able to follow the customs of that religion-and that includes what clothing they wear." Ibid. 14. This debate came hot on the heels of the French government's decision to ban the wearing of the veil in public-a move criticized by the union as evidence of increasing Islamophobia. Other countries, such as Austria, were said to be considering similar moves if the number of women wearing veils grows. Ibid. 15. Ibid.
The result is that governments in all countries now have to decide what restrictions they can legitimately impose on religious-based conduct and practice. The task is all the more difficult because it must be conducted within the framework of secular democracy but in relation to practices, allegiances, and affiliations that are based on religion and belief that may pose a threat to the foundations of secular democracies. This is most obviously the case with the burqa. 17 The example of the Sikh kirpan is a more interesting one, however, because it has so far escaped notice, hidden as it is under the garb, where it is secluded from public view, but it is no less threatening in its own way, than the Burqua is, to mainstream views about how adherents of religious faiths should present themselves in the participation of public space. 18 The example of the kirpan is chosen here to demonstrate that the best approach to the difficult question of harmonious coexistence is a constructive dialogue conducted between policymakers, representatives of civil society from all levels, and religious and secular organizations so as to achieve the pluralistic society for which contemporary liberal European society aims. Central to this question will be an examination by all concerned of what kinds of religious and cultural symbols should be permitted in the public space. The answer may lie in permitting all symbols, some, or none.
It will be necessary to face up to the questions of to whom the public space belongs, who has access to it, and what the role of the state is. This is especially the case in Europe, which is now not only a truly multicultural place but also a place where these 17. Matthew Parris, "Please Uncover Your Face: It's Our Custom," The London Times, May 28, 2009. Available online at: http://www.copts.co.uk/index2. php?option=com_content&do_pdf=1&id=1240, where Matthew Parris controversially wrote: "Knowingly to disturb people's feelings is to be offensive. In Western European society, to go out in public with your face masked is (unless done for comic effect) disturbing. Hiding the face is felt to be threatening, and slightly scary, and subliminally this goes way back, and quite deep I think: it certainly frightens children. Would it be wrong to try to convey to communities in Britain who adopt the full hijab that, though it is a woman's legal right to dress as she chooses, she should recognize that she's in a country where many people will find a masked face disturbing, and that (without meaning to) she is acting in a culturally inappropriate manner, which may offend? Do the masked women I see in the street in Whitechapel actually know this? I cannot say, because I've never spoken to them: or, rather, when I do, they look away and walk away. This too, in Britain, is rude. Do they know? Shouldn't they?" See also the editorial comment in "Veiled Threat," The Times, June 26, 2009, which asserts that the burqa, a symbol of repression, has no place in a free society. 18. It is perhaps even at first blush more threatening because of the potential for violence that it represents in the minds of those who may be unfamiliar with its true significance. important social questions are being transmuted into legal ones, with an increasing number of cases going to the courts. The state may choose to develop a more inclusive public space-one where a more liberal and more accommodating approach is taken to education, religious symbols, and religious dress-or it may act in an exclusionary way, choosing to see society in the image of its forefathers. Both approaches will define Europe for the future and the nature of European society for years to come. But one will be a very different Europe from the other. What is clear is that these questions will not go away. On April 12, 2011, four new cases were communicated to the United Kingdom as now pending against it before the European Court of Human Rights. The two cases of Nadia Eweida and Shirley Chaplin concerned the right to wear a small crucifix on a necklace in the workplace. 19 The two cases of Lillian Ladele and Gary McFarlane concerned the right to refuse to serve same-sex couples because of religious beliefs.
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This article considers the issue from the standpoint of the United Kingdom but draws also from the experiences of other Englishspeaking countries in the Commonwealth-namely, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand-because they offer lessons in how the common-law system can often provide a practical solution to problems that may otherwise appear mired in dogma and ideology and are intractable for that.
The Kirpan as Religious Manifestation
The right to religious belief is an absolute right. 21 It engages rights of conscience, agnosticism, skepticism, and even nonbelief and 21. Article 9 reads as follows: 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance. 2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. See the Council of Europe website at http://www.echr.coe.int/nr/ rdonlyres/d5cc24a7-dc13-4318-b457-5c9014916d7a/0/englishanglais.pdf at page 11.
Kirpans, Law and Religious Symbols in Schools atheism. 22 It goes to the "identity of believers and their conception of life." 23 But the right to the manifestation of religious belief is a qualified right. 24 There is good reason for this. The manifestation of one's religion or belief may take forms of worship, teaching, practice, and observance 25 that are not to everyone's liking. 26 Where, in 22. Nowhere is this better expressed than in the seminal case of the European Court of Human rights in Kokkinakis, in which the court said, "The Court reiterates that as enshrined in Article 9, freedom of thought, conscience and religion is one of the foundations of a 'democratic society' within the meaning of the Convention. This freedom is, in its religious dimension, one of the most vital elements that go to make up the identity of believers and their conception of life, but it is also a precious asset for atheists, agnostics, skeptics and the unconcerned. The pluralism indissociable from a democratic society, which has been dearly won over the centuries, depends on it. That freedom entails, inter alia, freedom to hold or not to hold religious beliefs and to practice or not to practice a religion." Reference may be made to Satvinder S. 28 and also helps to ensure that the liberal state can comply with its positive obligation to secure to everyone within its jurisdiction proper rights and freedoms. 29 Nevertheless, the fact remains that the law recognizes that religious freedom is primarily a matter of individual conscience and that it does carry with it the "freedom to manifest one's religion, alone and in private, or in community with others, in public and within the circle of those whose faith one shares." Indeed, the various forms that the manifestation of one's religion or belief may take specifically include "practice and observance."
30 So how should the state stand in relation to securing to everyone within its jurisdiction the proper rights and freedoms to which they are entitled? Should the state, for example, allow the free wearing of an article of faith such as the kirpan, which has a blade and has all the appearances of a dagger? Or should the state judge it to be potentially dangerous to the security and safety of others? The orthodox liberal view emphasizes the state's role as the neutral and impartial organizer of the exercise of various religions, faiths, and beliefs. This confines the state's role to ensuring public order, religious harmony, and tolerance in a democratic society. The state's function is limited in this respect because the state must marital home in southeast London with his two children-one by each of the women. The American's lawyer told the court that their religious beliefs bar the Caulfields from divorcing. Immigration judges were also told that forcing her to leave the country would affect the wellbeing of Mrs. Caulfield's son, as well as her own young daughter. The case is the latest example of how human rights laws are being used to overturn the decisions of civil servants and ministers in immigration cases in what critics say are dubious circumstances." See, David Barrett and Claire Duffin, "Pagan Wins 'Family Life' Human Rights Case," The Telegraph (London), December 18, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co. uk/news/uknews/immigration/8963019/Pagan-wins-family-life-human-rightscase.html. 27. Sahin, § 106; and Kokkinakis, § 33. 28. This is clear from article 9(2), which has been cited above and which qualifies the primary right in article 9(1). correlation requires the wearing of the kirpan to be understood from the point of view of those Sikh students who would like to follow this religious practice as an article of their faith. For the state to focus on "justification" 38 as a common defense for a ban on grounds of "public safety" is to ignore this vital correlation that is at the heart of the modern law of religious freedom.
The [T] he legislature was entitled to take the view that, overall and balancing the conflicting considerations, all corporal punishment of children at school is undesirable and unnecessary and that other, non-violent means of discipline are available and preferable. On this Parliament was entitled, if it saw fit, to lead and guide public opinion" ( § 50). 39. See Watkins-Singh. 40. Ghai. 41. In one case a restauranteur who catered for wedding feasts was held liable for serving food that contained egg resulting in the death of a Sikh man. Lord Justice Moore-Bick explained that "Mr. Bhamra was entitled to rely on Mr. Dubb [the restauranteur] to ensure that he did not suffer harm as a result of eating food that contained egg" ( para. 24) and that "the additional requirement that the food should not contain ingredients that were prohibited by the Sikh religion. In those circumstances he was certainly under a duty to take reasonable care not to serve dishes containing egg in order to avoid offending against Sikh religious principles" ( para. 25); see, Amarjit Kaur Bhamra v. Prem Dutt Dubb (Trading as Lucky Caterers) [2010] EWCA Civ 13. 42. The tribunal in one case recently had to consider whether Amritdhari Sikhs (i.e., baptized Sikhs) were a separate and distinct group when deciding if there had been indirect discrimination. It held that Sikhs in general were an ethnic group for the purposes of the Race Relations Act, but that under the Religion or Belief Regulations, the Amritdhari Sikhs' requirement to adhere to a strict code including the wearing of a kirpan was a religious belief that was protected by the regulations. In the event, the tribunal held that the banning of the kirpan was a proportionate means of achieving the legitimate aim of ensuring security of staff, visitors and prisoners in prisons. Dhinsa v. (1) According to this philosophical construct, a thing has a certain property or metaphysical characteristic that defines it with its essential "nature." These are not the same as the thing's sets of attributes because attributes are contingent or accidental to the thing and 45 do not give the thing its particular nature. In Western thinking, the kirpan is invested with the same essences and attributes as a blade, a dagger, or a sword. All are possessed of the same essential qualities that enable us to make sense of it as an object. Each of these objects, according to Aristotle, has the same specific power, the same function, and the same internal relations as the other. In this way, each one of these objects is enabled to be the kind of thing that it is. The essence thus defines the thing.
It makes it what it is. Consequently, the kirpan could be defined in terms of its essences. Such certainty had much to commend it, and Aristotle's thinking had such a profound effect on Western philosophical traditions that it continued virtually unchanged during the scholastic period. 46 In recent times, however, the concept of essences has been challenged. One influential philosopher of the twentieth century, Edmund Husserl (1859 -1938), is accredited with founding the phenomenological movement and suggested that the search for essences can only be meaningful when applied to a specific category of human experience. 47 Other Western philosophers, such as Willard Van Orman Quine (1908 -2000) , have argued that only in the description of certain phenomena does Aristotle's notion of defining a thing in terms of its essences actually work. For the most part, objects do not have essential properties that help to define them.
48 If this is correct, then one can see the meaning of the kirpan having a very different meaning from that of a knife, a blade, or a dagger because the kirpan is not used to threaten, molest, or harm anyone but stands as an article of faith for the Sikh people. Metaphysical assertions should, therefore, not be used to describe an essence as the necessary property of real objects, such as the kirpan, because if we do this we ignore our experience of the object in question, which, in the case of the kirpan, is entirely benign. Eastern thinking takes exactly that view, and these modern philosophical tenets are actually more akin to the different forms of Eastern thought that believe that all phenomena are devoid of essence. Indeed, a Sikh would be surprised, if not alarmed, at any suggestion that the kirpan had any malign connotations because the very root of Eastern thought rejects antiessentialism. From an Eastern perspective, a Sikh who wears a kirpan is not wearing it because it is a weapon; he or she is wearing it because it is part of their officially prescribed religious uniform. Yet, to an uninitiated Western mind, it may be perceived as a weapon.
To say that the kirpan is intrinsically dangerous is, however, to continue to subscribe to Aristotle's philosophy of essences, which no doubt still retains an enduring effect on Western thought. It is, however, apt to lead to serious misunderstandings of the kirpan. One could argue that a knife is dangerous or that scissors are dangerous, but they are not inherently so. Hands may be dangerous. A knife may be used for cooking purposes, or it may be used to kill. Scissors may be used to cut paper in the classroom, or they may be used to kill. They rarely are. In the same way, our hands may be used to affect greetings, to eat our food, to embrace friends, or to strangle our foes. That does not make our hands inherently dangerous. Neither does it make our hands have an inherent essence, anymore than a pair of scissors do. The fact is that the meaning of an object can only be understood in context of its particular purpose and use. Outside its context, it is devoid of meaning. This is how Eastern thought views an object. The meaning of a kirpan can only be understood in the context of its religious, cultural, and historical use. Without this context, it is apt to be misunderstood as a conventional knife, dagger, or sword. Yet, it is none of these. To ban it on this basis is illiberalism of the worst kind. It does nothing to promote individual freedoms-and certainly not the freedoms of individual believers. One might just as well ban knives in the kitchen, scissors in the classroom, or the use of our hands outside the home.
It is not insignificant that in Lautsi
49 the Italian state, in prescribing the presence of crucifixes in state-school classrooms, argued for a contextually attuned meaning of religious practice, whereby regard must be had "to the meaning it should be understood to convey. It took the view, in particular, that although the crucifix was undeniably a religious symbol, it was a symbol of Christianity in general rather than of Catholicism alone, so that it served as a point of reference for other creeds." In that case, Italy argued that "the crucifix was a historical and cultural symbol, possessing on that account an 'identity-linked value' for the Italian people, in that it 'represent[ed] in a way the historical and cultural development characteristic of [Italy] and in general of the whole of Europe, and [was] a good synthesis of that development.'" If this can be said of the religious artifacts of majority populations, there is no reason why it cannot also logically be said of minority populations. If crucifixes are acceptable because of the "meaning" that they "convey," then kirpans should also be acceptable because of the meaning that they convey. If there is an "identitylinked value" in crucifixes, the same is the case for the kirpan. This is not to say that the liberal state should actually encourage particular religious practices. If the liberal state is based on secular ideals, it may have real difficulties in doing so. But it does mean that if particular individuals within the liberal state want to adhere to particularly well-known religious practices within their faith, they should be allowed to follow their traditions unless there is a clear reason for regarding a practice as being harmful to the society in which they live. Wearers of the kirpan in a particular state in the world somewhere may conceivably be prone to "misusing" it and endangering life in general. If this were so, there would be a case for introducing restrictions, including an outright ban, but at present no such case appears to have been made anywhere in the world. 50 Yet, the kirpan is bound to struggle for legal recognition in society. It will struggle in common law countries such as the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia. It will struggle in European society. In September 2011, "thousands of Sikhs filled Parliament Square in London yesterday for a protest against the 'intimidation and disrespect' of their faith at European airports." 51 The reason that the Sikh kirpan is deemed unacceptable in these Western societies is that its contextual significance is not always appreciated in that society. Many choose to see it as nothing more than an ordinary blade or a dagger. Yet, the kirpan is not unique as an example of a manifestation of belief. All religious beliefs struggle from time to time. This is because, as the European Court of Human Rights, which enshrines the aspirational and foundational values of the European community, has said, "It is not possible to discern throughout Europe a uniform conception of the significance of religion in society."
52 This makes it difficult for the state to devise overarching principles of universal application for the regulation of religion. This is why the rights language with respect to religious claims often fails to yield solutions and why a pragmatic and culture specific approach is often called for.
The difficulty is also unsurprising given that the meaning or impact of the public expression of a religious belief will differ according to time and context. 53 Thus the European Court of Human Rights has taken the aspirational view that the national decision-making body must be given a "special importance" in cases in which questions concerning the relationship between state and religions are at stake because these are matters on which opinion in a democratic society may reasonably differ widely. 54 The contribution of a transnational court like the European Court of Human Rights of values, which are not only foundational but can be applied in a detached and disinterested way from afar, can be all the more effective for that. These values can also help inform the resolution of the religious dispute by a national court because of the jurisprudence that has been developed over long years. It is for this reason that European societies have thrown up a number of cases for consideration by the European Court of Human Rights, some no more than a parody and bordering on the ridiculous. They nevertheless help demonstrate the difficulty that a liberal democratic state may have in regulating religion. One in July 2011 involved an Austrian, Niko Alm, who won the right to be photographed wearing a pasta strainer for his driving license on grounds of 51 When it comes to regulating the wearing of religious symbols in educational institutions, authorities face a special challenge because schools will invariably adhere to a strict uniform code that is designed to deter gang culture and to create a safe environment for all its pupils. Laudable as such a policy is, its strict application by a school authority may still infringe equal treatment laws. Such was the case of the 11-year-old boy in 2009 in G v. St. Gregory's Catholic Science College.
56 He was turned away on his first day at secondary school in London for wearing his hair in cornrows, 57 when the school only allowed "a conservative 'short back and sides' hairstyle for boys amid concerns that other styles could encourage 'gang culture.'" In June 2011, the boy won his case at the High Court after a judge ruled the school's policy resulted in "indirect racial discrimination," with Justice Collins ruling that that although the school's "short back and sides" policy was "perfectly permissible," it should have taken into account individual pupils' family traditions. The boy had not cut his hair since birth and wore his hair in cornrows as part of a family tradition in which all the male members of his family wore their hair in cornrows. The judge observed that "there is evidence that there are those of African-Caribbean ethnicity who do for reasons based on their culture and ethnicity regard the cutting of their hair to be wrong and so they need it to be kept in cornrows." 58 This ruling was given despite the headmaster asserting in court that "haircuts were often 'badges' of gang culture." 59 This was not so, however, for the boy himself, who explained, "I really like my hair and it's been that way all my life. This problem at school was 55. Matthew Day, "'Pastafarian' Wins Religious Freedom Right to Wear Pasta Strainer for Driving Licence," The Telegraph, July 13, 2011, http://www. telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/8635624/Pastafarianwins-religious-freedom-right-to-wear-pasta-strainer-for-driving-licence.html. It would appear that the Spaghetti Church was founded in 2005 in opposition to pressure on the Kansas school board in the United States to teach the theory of intelligent design in biology class as an alternative to evolution. Key beliefs of pastafarians state that the world was created by the Flying Spaghetti Monster, but, owing to the monster being inebriated at the time of creation, it has a flawed design. Pastafarians also believe heaven has a beer volcano and a factory producing strippers. The case was widely reported. 61 Given that the tradition of wearing long uncut hair also exists in other cultures, it is unsurprising that the judge also added that: "Rastafarians or Sikhs who do not cut their hair will be permitted not to conform" to a school policy on hairstyles.
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The reference to Sikhs is interesting. The level of accommodation for Sikh religious rights in the United Kingdom is unmatched in the world. If proof were needed it is found in the UK government's decision to allow Sikh athletes and spectators to wear ceremonial daggers around the London 2012 Olympic sites, even as security will be so tight at all Olympic venues that the authorities will be "prepared to deploy surface-to-air missiles to protect London during the event." The proviso states "that Sikhs will be allowed to take in a sheathed kirpan as long as it is worn beneath their clothing and if they can prove that they are adhering to four other articles of faith." 63 Clearly, not all liberal democratic states can afford the same latitude to Sikh rights. There is a large degree of diversity in the approach taken by national authorities to the rights of particular minority communities. 64 When it comes to something as unfamiliar 64. See Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek, in which the court observed that "even supposing that this restriction could be considered an interference with the right to freedom to manifest one's religion, the Court observes that the measure complained of, which is prescribed by law, pursues a legitimate aim, namely protection of public health and public order, in so far as organisation by the State of the exercise of worship is conducive to religious harmony and tolerance" ( § 84). Even more memorably the court explained this principle in Wingrove as follows: "[A] wider margin of appreciation is generally available to the Contracting States when regulating freedom of expression in relation to matters liable to offend intimate personal convictions within the sphere of morals or, especially, religion. Moreover, as in the field of morals, and perhaps to an even greater degree, there is no uniform European conception of the requirements of 'the protection of the rights of others' in relation to attacks on their religious to the western mind as the Sikh Kirpan, this may be more easily understood in the United Kingdom than in Quebec. This is because the English have a longer association, going back to colonial times, with Sikhs, with the largest Sikh population outside India living in the United Kingdom, leading to a tendency for greater accommodation. Thus domestic rules in the sphere of religion will inevitably vary from one country to another. They will vary according to national traditions and the requirements imposed by the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others and to maintain public order.
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Thus, the European Court of Human Rights in its overarching principles of general applicability has taken the firm view that "the choice of the extent and form such regulations should take must inevitably be left up to a point to the State concerned, as it will depend on the domestic context concerned."
66 This approach convictions. What is likely to cause substantial offence to persons of a particular religious persuasion will vary significantly from time to time and from place to place, especially in an era characterised by an ever growing array of faiths and denominations. By reason of their direct and continuous contact with the vital forces of their countries, State authorities are in principle in a better position than the international judge to give an opinion on the exact content of these requirements with regard to the rights of others as well as on the 'necessity' of a 'restriction' intended to protect from such material those whose deepest feelings and convictions would be seriously offended" ( § 58 to what form such recognition should take and whether it should be implemented through international treaties or bilateral agreements or incorporated into the constitution or a special statute must, by the nature of things, be left largely to the State concerned, as it will depend on particular national circumstances" ( § 67). Similarly, ascribes a "margin of appreciation" to the State away from the supervising eye of a supranational court like the European Court of Human Rights. The doctrine of the "margin of appreciation," or an area of discretion, embraces both domestic law and the domestic decisions applying it, and it would apply most widely with the regulation of religious practices in schools and other public places. That is not, however, to say that domestic authorities have carte blanche to do as they please. An example of the importance of the contextual approach in the national setting over the supranational institutional structure is seen in the acceptance that the role of the European Court of Human Rights is a residual one to determine whether the measures taken at the national level were justified in principle and were proportionate in all the circumstances of the case.
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Whether national measures with respect to the wearing of the Kirpan can be determined as justifiable by the European Court will depend on the way the balance is struck in the context of individual interests, the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others, the preservation of public order, and the public interest in securing civil peace and true religious pluralism-all of which are vital to the survival of a democratic society. Whether it does so will depend on how it regards what is at stake-namely, the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others, to preserve public order, and to secure civil peace and true religious pluralism, which are vital to the survival of a democratic society. .html, in which the court upheld the domestic High Court, pointing out "that Irish people with religious beliefs tended to belong to a particular church so that religious advertising from a different church might be considered offensive and open to the interpretation of proselytism. Indeed, the High Court pointed out that it was the very fact that an advertisement was directed towards a religious end which might have been potentially offensive to the public" ( § 73). 67. See Manoussakis and Others, in which the court explained, "As a matter of case-law, the Court has consistently left the Contracting States a certain margin of appreciation in assessing the existence and extent of the necessity of an interference, but this margin is subject to European supervision, embracing both the legislation and the decisions applying it. The Court's task is to determine whether the measures taken at national level were justified in principle and proportionate" ( § 44). Is it the case, however, that certain religious practices such as the wearing of religious symbols-from the Islamic headscarf to the Sikh kirpan-may be deemed incompatible with societal concerns over civil peace and the rights and freedoms of others? When we speak about the "rights and freedoms of others," we are in the realm of rights. Religious questions are not always best formulated as rights questions. Where they are, they stand poised against the state. The state traditionally has chosen to be neutral. But neutrality is not always the best way for a state to resolve its religious tensions. Indeed, European human rights law does not prevent individual states from making their own decisions on key areas of social policy because this would normally fall within their "margin of appreciation," a concept that is similar to the doctrine of subsidiarity in that it gives individual states a measure of freedom to determine some matters as they will, free from the supervising eye of the Strasbourg court. This is because of the differing philosophical, cultural, and historic traditions existing between a member state and a transnational court, thus allowing it to interpret the Convention differently from the European Court of Human Rights. This is a fundamental principle of European law, and it is clear from a number of cases.
The evidence suggests that the state is not always neutral and it is artificial to expect it to be so. In Dahlab v. Switzerland, 69 a teacher's wearing of a headscarf in front of a class of small children was considered by the European Court of Human Rights to be open to interpretation as a "powerful external symbol" that could have some kind of proselytising effect, given that it was ostensibly imposed on women by a religious precept, a precept that was hard to reconcile services, the court said, "[T]he country's courts are in a better position than an international court to determine how, at a given time, the right balance can be struck between the various interests involved, namely the requirements of the proper administration of justice, the dignity of the profession, the right of everyone to receive information about legal assistance and affording members of the Bar the possibility of advertising their practices" ( § 55). 69. Dahlab, in which the court declared inadmissible a complaint by a primary school teacher who had been prohibited from wearing an Islamic headscarf at her school. The court acknowledged the margin of appreciation afforded to the national authorities when determining whether this measure was "necessary in a democratic society," and explained its role in these terms: "The Court's task is to determine whether the measures taken at national level were justified in principle-that is, whether the reasons adduced to justify them appear 'relevant and sufficient' and are proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. . . In order to rule on this latter point, the Court must weigh the requirements of the protection of the rights and liberties of others against the conduct of which the applicant stood accused. In exercising the supervisory jurisdiction, the court must look at the impugned judicial decisions against the background of the case as a whole" ( § 11).
with the principle of gender equality in European societies. The European Court of Human Rights considered that the wearing of the Islamic headscarf could not easily be reconciled with the message of tolerance, respect for others, and equality and nondiscrimination that all teachers in a democratic society should convey to their pupils, so the Swiss authorities were right to object to it. In Karaduman v. Turkey 70 specific measures had been taken by Turkish universities to prevent certain fundamentalist religious movements from exerting pressure on students if they did not practice their religion in the required manner or if they belonged to another religion, and the European Court of Human Rights found these measures to be justified under article 9 (2) of the convention.
The principle that these cases establish is that, in the interests of ensuring peaceful coexistence between students of various faiths and to protect public order and the beliefs of others, educational institutions may regulate the manifestation of the rites and symbols of a religion by imposing restrictions as to the place and manner of such manifestation. 71 In this regard, the convention institutions have repeatedly affirmed the idea that in a democratic society the state is entitled to place restrictions on religious practice and conduct if they are incompatible with the specified pursued aims that are necessary for the survival of a democratic society.
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This debunks the idea of state neutrality. It also debunks the idea that rights are necessarily the most practical way to protect longheld religious practices. The religious accommodation of the Sikh kirpan shows the importance of local practices to be more 70. Karaduman v. Turkey, no. 16278/90, 74 DR 93 (1993). The applicant was denied a certificate of graduation because a photograph of her without a headscarf was required and she was unwilling for religious reasons to be photographed without a headscarf. The commission found (at p. 109) no interference with her article 9 right because (at p. 108) "by choosing to pursue her higher education in a secular university a student submits to those university rules, which may make the freedom of students to manifest their religion subject to restrictions as to place and manner intended to ensure harmonious coexistence between students of different beliefs." 71. This principle was also enunciated in Refah Partisi and Others, in which the court explained, "In a country like Turkey, where the great majority of the population belong to a particular religion, measures taken in universities to prevent certain fundamentalist religious movements from exerting pressure on students who do not practice that religion or on those who belong to another religion may be justified under Article 9 § 2 of the Convention. In that context, secular universities may regulate manifestation of the rites and symbols of the said religion by imposing restrictions as to the place and manner of such manifestation with the aim of ensuring peaceful co-existence between students of various faiths and thus protecting public order and the beliefs of others" ( § 95). 72. See also Sahin. important than rights per se. It also shows how the state in the United Kingdom has not been neutral on this issue and has thus helped develop a climate in which the wearing of the kirpan has been accepted by society at large. This we may now consider.
The Kirpan and the Sikhs in the United Kingdom
Sikhs living in the United Kingdom have little to complain about and much to be thankful for. The state has gone out of its way to provide them with religious exemptions 73 from facially neutral and generally applicable laws, which the UK government has passed in the public interest and to which the general population as a whole is subject 74 but to which Sikhs themselves are not. These exemptions are long standing. They go back at least a generation. The question is whether they should apply as much in the field of education as they do in the public sphere in general. 
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Since then other exemptions have followed, including those relating to the wearing of a Kirpan. These also debunk the myth of state neutrality. Since 1988, Sikhs have been allowed to carry a kirpan 78 of more than three inches long in public as a religious symbol. This is the second generally well-known exemption. It falls under the Criminal Justice Act 1988, 79 which safeguards the rights of the Sikhs to carry the kirpan on grounds that it is deemed a necessary part of their religion. It is quite clear from this that the recognition of the Sikh kirpan as a necessary part of their faith is already well enshrined in UK domestic law. This is despite the fact that specific provisions in the Criminal Justice Act 1988 refer to any article that has a blade or point or is sharply pointed 80 except for a folding pocket knife. A folding pocket knife is one that has a cutting edge of no more than three inches in length and that must be readily foldable at all times. 81 Further, under the Offensive Weapons Act 1996, 82 it is permissible for a Sikh to carry a kirpan with a blade for religious reasons 83 (though other reasons are also included under the act if they are cultural or work related). The kirpan exemption is all the more remarkable given that the definition of offensive weapons under the Prevention of Crime Act 1953 includes "any article made or adapted for causing injury to the person; or intended by the person having it with him/her for such use by him/her." 84 Thus, the state in the United Kingdom has fostered communal harmony by taking active steps to respect the religious traditions of faith communities that are not framed as "rights." The law has been used as an instrument to protect religious beliefs and practices. It is, therefore, hardly surprising in these circumstances that cases involving the wearing of kirpans by Sikhs arise frequently in the public arena in the United Kingdom because the general laws are quite clear: they do not allow knives, blades, or a sharply pointed object to be carried in public. Yet, it is equally clear, although generally not well known, that Sikhs have an exemption to wear the kirpan under local law. Thus, in 2008 a Sikh employee at an Asda Supermarket was told that he could return to work after being asked by managers to either remove his kirpan or risk losing his job. 85 School, however, involves children. The question, therefore, is if these exemptions in practice should be extended to schools and colleges when students turn up wearing the kirpan. It is not necessarily the case that because there is a more general exemption for kirpans applying to the adult population, that it ought automatically also apply to schools, where the safety of children is an issue. From what follows, it is clear that the challenge for schools is an altogether more difficult one. This challenge can best be met not through the language of rights that stand juxtaposed against a state that is avowedly neutral in stance-but by a contextually attuned approach to understanding the meanings of a religious practice.
The Kirpan and the School
When in 2009, at the start of the new school term, a fourteen-year-old Sikh boy was "banned from wearing a religious dagger" by the governors at his North London school in Finchley, it was not on grounds of religious intolerance. Instead, the boy was "told not to carry the 13 cm kirpan blade . . . after governors ruled it was a health and safety risk," although it needs to be recognized that "[t]hey suggested the boy should wear a 5 cm version of the knife welded shut, but this was rejected by the family on the grounds it would not be a genuine Kirpan." In a detailed statement, 84 . See section 1(4), which is available online at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ ukpga/Eliz2/1-2/14/data.pdf. 85. See http://www.sikhsangat.com/index.php?/topic/38514-discriminationof-sikh-employee-at-asda-comes-to-an-end/.
the Board of Governors explained how "[t]he school's governing body has spent the past two years trying to reach an agreement with the family and to establish the appropriate nature of a religious artifact that can safely be brought into school," adding how, " [d] uring this period of time, along with the local authority, we have examined potential compromises after looking at how this issue has been dealt with in other schools, education authorities and elsewhere within the Sikh community and taken legal advice." The case failed to get to court because of funding difficulties. What facts have emerged are as follows. 86 In August 2007, when the Sikh boy was twelve years old, he took amrit (holy water) and, in a formal Sikh initiation ceremony, was officially baptized. He thereby became a Khalsa Sikh ( pure one), and as such he was thereafter required to wear the Five Ks. These are, for a Sikh, both internal and external commitments. They are kesh (uncut hair), kangha (comb), kirpan (sword), kacchera (knee-length cotton breaches), and Kara (steel or iron bangle). After Amrit, the Sikh boy's family contacted the school to inform them that he had become a baptized sikh and that as such he would be wearing a Kirpan. The school invited the family to a meeting. Following discussions, the family agreed to find a kirpan that was smaller and more discreet than the one the boy had originally worn. A second meeting followed. At that meeting, the school considered whether the boy could wear a symbolic kirpan. Both the boy and his family indicated that this would not constitute a kirpan. This would therefore not be acceptable to them. The boy had undergone baptism, and he had to live and dress appropriately as a Khalsa Sikh. The school agreed, nevertheless, that the boy could continue to play sports including football and rugby, which he did. At yet another meeting the following year, however, the school again raised the possibility that the boy wear a symbolic kirpan. This would be a miniature kirpan worn around the boy's neck. Both the Sikh boy and his family indicated once again that this would not be acceptable to a baptized Khalsa Sikh. The school then raised the issue of participation in sports and suggested that the boy remove his kirpan during the playing of sports. He could hand the kirpan to a teacher or to the referee for safekeeping. Alternatively, he could participate in a noncontact role, such as a referee. The boy, who was a keen sportsman, could not agree to the removal of his kirpan in any circumstances. He was, therefore, confined to a noncontact role in all sporting activities. At yet another meeting, it was agreed that the boy's family 86. The facts cited herein have been imparted to the author by the family of the Sikh boy.
would attempt to design a holster in which their son could carry his kirpan in a way that would mollify the school's safety concerns.
The family appears to have submitted an initial design in September 2008. They submitted a second design in January 2009. During these meetings, they proposed a holster made of a toughened nylon D30 material. This would be worn under the boy's clothes and under his arm. During the September 2008 meeting, the boy's family appeared to have shown the school a kirpan sheath that they had had made in India. They hoped that this would comply with the school's requirements that the kirpan not constitute a safety hazard to other children. In the meantime, the boy started to wear his kirpan in this sheath. In April 2009, the chair of governors of the school wrote to the boy's parents to say that the "health and safety and other concerns outweigh the wishes and feelings of [the boy] and his family in relation to the wearing of the kirpan at school" and that his current choice of kirpan could not be accommodated without further modification.
It was clear that none of the parties involved regarded the ultimate resolution to have been a satisfactory one. A letter to the boy's family from Diana Johnson, the parliamentary under-secretary of state for schools, stated, "We expect disputes to be resolved locally. The department does not usually intervene." The best that could be done was to say that "[i]f challenged, it would ultimately be for the courts to decide if the school is justified in restricting the wearing of the Kirpan in this case." 87 However, if the state has to leave it to litigation in the courts to resolve issues of such fundamental importance, rather than actively help foster conditions for the expression of minority beliefs, then this hardly inspires confidence among its citizenry. The boy had to be taken out of state school and was eventually educated privately. 88 The case attracted widespread attention 89 and continued to do so for several months thereafter, 90 when a major broadsheet helpfully explained to a largely secular 91 and unsuspecting British public that " [d] espite the military connotations of a dagger, Sikhs insist that the Kirpan is primarily a statement of their commitment to peace as it traditionally discouraged attacks on the defenceless" and that "there are strict limits to their use as a weapon." It explained that "[t]he daggers were made mandatory for everyone who goes through the Sikh equivalent of baptism in 1699, following a commandment by Gobind Singh, the tenth Sikh 'guru' or leader" so that, " [t] ogether with the other four articles of faith-Kesh (uncut hair), Kanga (wooden comb for holding hair in place under a turban), Kara (iron bracelet), and Kachera (specific cotton underwear)-the Kirpan is an outward symbol of a Sikh's religious belief." Thus, the broadsheet set out to give a context and a particular religious dimension to the Sikh kirpan, adding that "[t]he ceremonial daggers can be up to several feet long, but Sikhs in the West generally wear a five-inch iron version that fits unobtrusively beneath outer clothing." It was further explained that "[t]he daggers are exempt from British laws banning the carrying of knives in public places because of their religious significance." voting in favor of the ban on the Sikh symbol. 94 The ban came after an incident in which four Sikhs invited to take part in a parliamentary hearing were barred from entering the legislature by the building's head of security. 95 On the other hand, Hardeep Singh Kohli, the British writer and radio and television presenter, who describes himself as a "secular Sikh," and who gingerly remarked, "I tread carefully into the quagmire that is religious belief," disagreed with "Britain's highest-profile Sikh member of the judiciary" on the grounds that he is "simply not comfortable with knives being allowed into school. What if the kirpan were forcibly removed and used?" As he explained, "[t]he practicality of baptised Sikhs carrying kirpans is not a new issue. That is why small, symbolic kirpans are attached to combs that Sikhs keep in their hair. Similarly, small kirpan-shaped pendants are worn around the neck, again fulfilling the criterion of the faith that the dagger be ever-present." 96 Kohli's observations provide a salutary reminder of human ingenuity in the art of religious comprise, even when matters of principle are at stake. People can make their religion meaningful to them in more ways than one.
That 97 The state cannot just purport to be neutral. 98 When the issue arose again in 2010, another education authority in the United Kingdom dealt with it rather differently. There was still no rights-based approach, but the matter was dealt with in the context of faith, culture, and society. In that year, new guidance issued to head teachers and governing bodies in Bedford 99 stated that baptized Sikhs can wear a kirpan with a blade of up to six inches. Given that only a year before, the fourteen-year-old Sikh boy in North London had been excluded from Compton School in Barnet after governors ruled his 5-inch (12.7 centimeter) kirpan was a health and safety risk, this was quite a radical development. One might ask why a kirpan is deemed to be a health and safety risk in one part of the country one year but not so in another part in another year. If the issue is to be left to be resolved in accordance with local domestic context rather than broader principles of the international law on religion, one might expect different educational bodies to decide the issue differently.
In the case of Bedford, the members of Bedford's Standing Advisory Council on Religious Education (SACRE) had agreed that the guidance be developed specifically by members of the Sikh community itself. Clearly, the issue in Bedford had been looked at from the viewpoint of the individual practitioners of the faith rather than the standpoint of the state, which had a right to justify a ban on grounds of "public safety." State authorities in Bedford had considered it to be their duty to find ways in which the right to religious expression could be maintained for a religious minority, even in circumstances where that right involved a practice that some in the majority population may find, at best, unusual and, at worst, disconcerting. However, as Mr. Bhavra of Bedford's SACRE explained, there were around two thousand Sikh children in Bedford but only a few of these would be baptized, and, in any event, "people need to be educated as to why Sikhs have the five Ks." 100 age or sexual orientation outside the labour market. It sets out a framework for the prohibition of discrimination on these grounds and establishes a uniform minimum level of protection within the European Union for people who have suffered such discrimination." It also explained that, "It is based on the principles of non-discrimination, participation and inclusion in society, equal opportunities and accessibility." 99. Bedfordshire Schools, Sikh Pupils: Wearing of the Kirpan. http://www. schools.bedfordshire.gov.uk/Circulardocs/02/h-02-45a.doc. "The purpose of this document is to address concerns arising from the Sikh tradition of carrying the Kirpan, a ceremonial sword or dagger." 100. "Sikh Students in Bedford, UK Allowed to Wear Kirpan to School," http://swns.com/sikh-students-allowed-to-wear-ceremonial-dagger-to-school-150951.html.
Yet, lest it be thought otherwise, the Bedford advice did not ignore safety concerns because under its agreed guidelines, the "Kirpan should be sheathed and out of sight and should be removed for PE lessons."
101 "Robin Rice, Head of RE at Biddenham Upper School, Bedford, and a member of SACRE, said that the Kirpan was not designed as a weapon," and that "[i]f you work in a school that isn't very multi-faith and suddenly a Sikh student turns up with a Kirpan you might think 'what do I do?'," adding that "[t]he Kirpan should be hidden and it should never be brought out in an attack."
102 It is clear that the Bedford guidelines are a measured and sensitive response to the issue of religious freedom of baptized Sikh students in British schools. They are contextually attuned. They are sensitive to the religious meanings of a cultural practice. At the same time, they quite properly do not allow every Sikh student to bring a Kirpan into school. That would be a charter for the frivolous and uncommitted and would raise justifiable concerns of student safety in schools. Indeed, it does not even allow every baptized Sikh student to do so. It only grants this freedom to a baptized Sikh who can demonstrate that he or she is observant of all five requirements of the baptized in the Sikh faith. 103 In this way, the Bedford guidelines set out to preserve the seriousness of religious faith while balancing this against the general public interest concerns of student safety. Clearly, therefore, a sensible, wellbalanced, and pragmatic approach is emerging, which seeks to safeguard both the individual interest in religious freedom and the wider state interest in public safety. Thus, the advice from SACRE is expressly that "the Kirpan can only be worn with the four other signs of the Sikh faith and schools will expect to remove it from any student not wearing all five symbols or who unsheathes it."
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On this basis, Judge Mota Singh QC can wear his kirpan in public places as a practicing baptized Sikh; Hardeep Singh Kohli cannot as a secular Sikh. Similar issues have arisen in other parts of the English-speaking Commonwealth. These also help demonstrate that a rights-based approach is not necessarily conducive to the promotion of religious practices. What is more important is the attitude of the state itself. When, in 2007, Victoria's State Parliamentary Committee in Australia allowed Sikh students to carry the kirpan, it was reported that "this move has outraged principals and teachers" who "had concerns about students carrying the kirpan-which is hidden under the school uniform," though the committee "recommended that the decision remain with individual schools." 105 This resulted from an inquiry into dress codes and uniforms in schools in Victoria by the Education and Training Parliamentary Committee, which recommended "that the Department of Education and Early Childhood development require all Victorian schools to accommodate clothing and other items with religious significance where appropriate, within a framework developed by the Department." 106 What is interesting is that the Sikh Council of Australia took the position that kirpans should not be allowed in schools at all (thus once again demonstrating the disagreement on this issue among Sikhs themselves). Its general secretary, Bawa Singh Jagdev, while recognizing that "approximately 8 percent of the total Sikh population in Australia are initiated or baptized Sikhs," argued that "[c]hildren can leave the Kirpan at home and go to school, come back and wear it." 107 Yet, it is significant that when Victoria's State Parliamentary Committee "received a substantial body of evidence, during its yearlong inquiry, addressing the needs of culturally and linguistically diverse communities, particularly with respect to clothing and other items with religious significance for the wearer, the two items most frequently mentioned throughout the inquiry were the hijab (Islamic headscarf ) and the kirpan."
108 This demonstrates how democratically constituted government bodies are often more in touch with the realities on the ground than community groups.
On the other hand, the Sikh Interfaith Council of Victoria in its submission to the committee was of the view that "[s]tudents should be able to wear their significant religious symbols and articles of faith . . . Christian crosses, hijab, yaramulka (Jewish caps), kirpans."
109 Although Geoff Howard, chairperson of the state parliamentary committee, is reported to have said that "[w]e accepted that the kirpan could be carried by a small group of baptized Sikhs" and "[w]e are certainly not in favour of banning kirpans as such," Victoria's Department of Education was not in favor of allowing kirpans in schools. A spokesperson for the department adopted the all-too-familiar position that "[t]he overarching guideline is that weapons are not permitted in schools, but individual uniform policies are developed by schools in consultation with parents," adding that "[t]he department is not aware of any government schools in the state that allows the kirpan." 110 An altogether more liberal approach emerged, however, when, in May 2011, a poll of over 7,500 students in Queensland conducted on the question of "Should knives be allowed in school if they are a legitimate expression of faith?" found 57 percent in favor and 43 percent against. Indeed, Queensland Anti-Discrimination Commissioner Kevin Cocks argued in a submission tabled to parliament at the time that the government had provided no evidence that any school attacks had involved a kirpan or other religious knife.
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In March 2010, in New Zealand, the Human Rights Commission was also asked to clarify whether a Sikh student should be allowed to wear a kirpan. 112 Two schools in that country had contacted the commission for advice on how to handle requests to wear the kirpan. In one case, a mother of boys aged thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen, who wear kirpans to school in South Auckland said the 12-centimeter blades were under a shirt and "not hurting anyone." She visited the schools to explain the significance of the knives, convincing staff they would not be used to hurt others. As in the United Kingdom and Australia, Rawiri Brell from the Ministry of Education said what students wore at school was a matter for the individual boards. Education law expert Patrick Walsh said any school that received a request to wear a kirpan should investigate if it related to a core religious or cultural value, if there were any health and safety concerns, and whether the request was outrageous or rebellious. 113 Clearly, therefore, a sensible, well-balanced, and pragmatic approach is emerging, which seeks to safeguard both the individual interest in religious freedom and the wider state interest in public safety.
Conclusion
It is imperative that the kirpan is not seen as intrinsically dangerous. This is because there is no evidence to support such a proposition. This will help resolve many of the school cases concerning the kirpan. In so far as it is deemed to be dangerous, this is arguably a legacy of times past when the thinking of Aristotle provided a readymade framework allowing people to understand objects that were unfamiliar to them. It is, however, a view that is much discredited today even in the West. Yet, the legacy has left an uncertainty in this area that is not helpful. The practice of wearing the Sikh kirpan in the democratic world is still in a state of flux. Some states allow it without inhibition. Others are more wary. The major bone of contention that emerges is whether there can be a compromise. Can State bodies insist on a modification in the general interest? After all, religious traditions are apt to change over time and space. The kirpan, however, is a fundamental tenet of the Sikh faith. No practicing Sikh is likely to give that up lightly.
Is so invasive as to violate freedom of religion? Does a state escape responsibility for religious freedom violations if it adopts a decentralized approach to resolving religious disputes that are more alive to local concerns? On the face of it, the answer to all these questions is that the state's right to act in the general interest for reasons of public safety and security trumps the individual right to practice religion in accordance with the dictates of one's conscience. This is because it is well established in democratic societies that where several religions coexist within one and the same population, it may be necessary to place restrictions on freedom to manifest one's religion or belief in order to reconcile the interests of the various groups and ensure that everyone's beliefs are respected. 114 Freedom of religion, it is worth recounting, is not an absolute right, 115 and it is not to be forgotten that, as far as the European Convention of Human Rights is concerned, the state's positive obligation is not just to guarantee individual rights and freedoms but to secure to everyone within its jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in the convention. 116 What this would appear to imply is that because freedom of religion principles do not protect every act motivated or inspired by a religion or belief, 117 the right of a practicing Sikh to wear the unfettered and unmodified kirpan may bailii.org/eu/cases/ECHR/1997/37.html, which concerned a judge advocate in the Turkish air force who was compulsorily retired for breach of discipline and infringing the principle of secularism. He was charged in particular with membership of a fundamentalist (Muslim) sect and participation in unlawful fundamentalist activities. The commission upheld his complaint that there had been a violation of article 9. The European Court of Human Rights, however, ruled against his complaint on the ground "that his compulsory retirement did not amount to an interference with the right guaranteed by Article 9 since it was not prompted by the way the applicant manifested his religion" ( § 31). Similarly, in Arrowsmith v. United Kingdom -7050/75 [1978] ECHR 7 (October 12, 1978) http://www.bailii.org/eu/cases/ECHR/1978/7.html, because Miss Arrowsmith's opposition to the presence of the British Army in Northern Ireland did not objectively say anything about and did not manifest pacifism, the commission regarded that as fatal to her case, even though it accepted that pacifism was the motivation for her objective actions, thereby holding that religious motivation was not enough. Also see, Tepeli and Others [v. Turkey (dec.), no. 31876/96, September 11, 2001]), which confirmed the principle that the Supreme Military Council's order was based not on the applicants' religious beliefs and opinions nor on the manner in which they performed their religious duties but on their conduct and activities in breach of military discipline and the principle of secularism.
be curtailed by the state in the interests of the rights and freedoms of others. Such a conclusion would be mistaken. It hardly needs reminding that the character and nature of contemporary liberal democracies have a high degree of religious and cultural diversity. Our societies are truly multicultural. That is something of which we in the democratic world may be justly proud. Elsewhere, wherever one looks, the rest of the world is in upheaval with ethno-religious groups juxtaposed against each other, as even the "Arab Spring" revolutions now show. There is a barely concealed hostility about. Of course, it is true that lest we fall into the same pitfalls ourselves as those unenviable illiberal societies, we must act to remove disagreement and distrust between different communal groups in our midst. But the question we have to ask ourselves is: At what cost?
It is not emphasized often enough that the role of democratic state authority is not to remove the cause of tension by eliminating the kind of pluralism that arises if, for example, a Sikh is seen wearing a kirpan in a public place, but it is rather to ensure that the various competing groups tolerate each other. 118 That is a tall order for the democratic state. But the State is only neutral with respect to the organization of its religions. It is not neutral on promoting tolerance. It is one thing to say that the state keeps an equal distance between itself and each one of the faith communities within it. That is the kind of neutrality that stops the state from favoring one religion over another. It is quite another thing to say that the state should remain neutral with respect to a positive obligation to promote the religious freedom of all members of its community. For the state to act in a way that is conducive to the attainment of public order, religious harmony, and tolerance, which is the chief attribute of democratic society, it must not stand by the sidelines. It is not for the state to judge. But the state is facilitator of democratic norms and values. Religious freedom is one such value. Indeed, it is now well recognized that the state's duty of neutrality and impartiality is incompatible with any power on the state's part to assess the legitimacy of religious beliefs or the ways in which those beliefs are 118. Serif, in which where the court explained, "It is true that the Government argued that, in the particular circumstances of the case, the authorities had to intervene in order to avoid the creation of tension among the Muslims in Rodopi and between the Muslims and the Christians of the area as well as Greece and Turkey. Although the Court recognizes that it is possible that tension is created in situations where a religious or any other community becomes divided, it considers that this is one of the unavoidable consequences of pluralism" ( § 53).
expressed. 119 What state authority must do, however, is ensure mutual tolerance between opposing groups. 120 That requires the state to take positive steps to develop a better and more informed understanding of the kirpan as worn by devout Sikhs. In the United Kingdom, this process is considerably advanced and has been underway for many decades. Sikh kirpans are courteously checked at security points outside courtrooms and other official buildings by well-trained public servants taking due care and concern not to give offense. 121 Negative comments about the kirpan in Britain are rare. But more can still be done.
There is another important principle here that must be highlighted and this also demonstrates that the state cannot remain completely neutral in matters of religion. Although individual interests must on occasion be subordinated to those of society in general, it is well known that democracy does not simply mean that the views of a majority must always prevail because that would imply taking advantage of one's dominant position. There is a balance to be struck. It must be a proportionate balance. 122 But it is a balance that ensures the fair and proper treatment of people from a minority group such as the Sikh religion who want to practice their religion in a peaceful manner. Only through this balance can the state avoid any abuse of its dominant position. 123 Indeed, only then can one genuinely move toward the pluralism, tolerance, and broadmindedness that are the hallmarks of a democratic society and comprise the foundational and aspirational values of European societies today. Where local schools with young children are involved or where there are accentuated concerns about safety and security, it is not necessarily correct to say that the compromise (in the form, for example, of a fettered or modified kirpan) must come from the individual concerned. This is because our cherished qualities of pluralism and democracy must be based on dialogue, and although that dialogue must also entail a spirit of compromise that will necessarily entail various concessions being made, it is by no means the case that such concessions must be essentially on the part of individual as opposed to the majority group. A balancing exercise must be a proportionate one, one that is proportionate not just to the interests of the state but also to the interests of the individual. Any compromise or concession on the part of the individual can ultimately only be justified if it is in order to maintain and promote the ideals and values of a democratic society. 124 Where these ideals and values are among those guaranteed by the convention or its protocols, it must be accepted that the need to protect the rights and freedoms of all .html, the court also explained, "Although individual interests must on occasion be subordinated to those of a group, democracy does not simply mean that the views of a majority must always prevail: a balance must be achieved which ensures the fair and proper treatment of minorities and avoids any abuse of a dominant position" ( § 112). 124. It was made clear in The United Communist Party of Turkey and Others that " [d] emocracy is without doubt a fundamental feature of the European public order" ( § 45). In Refah Partisi and Others, the court was emphatic in stating, "In view of the very clear link between the Convention and democracy, no one must be authorized to rely on the Convention's provisions in order to weaken or destroy the ideals and values of a democratic society. Pluralism and democracy are based on a compromise that requires various concessions by individuals or groups of individuals, who must sometimes agree to limit some of the freedoms they enjoy in order to guarantee greater stability of the country as a whole" ( § 99). the state's people can often lead the state to restrict the rights of one individual or group. This is why addressing the issue in terms of rights is not always the most desirable thing to do. What must never be forgotten is that this quest involves a process that entails a constant search for a balance between different interests because it is that which constitutes the foundation of a democratic society.
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For the Sikhs, and their Kirpan-that quest is not yet over. 125 . In Chassagnou and Others, the court said, "It is a different matter where restrictions are imposed on a right or freedom guaranteed by the Convention in order to protect 'rights and freedoms' not, as such, enunciated therein. In such a case only indisputable imperatives can justify interference with enjoyment of a Convention right" ( § 113).
